Abstract: Efficient detection of 'species and variety' of fruits and vegetables from the images is one of the major challenges for the computers. In this paper, we introduce a framework for the fruit and vegetable classification problem which takes the images of fruits and vegetables as input and returns it is species and variety. The input image contains fruit or vegetable of single variety in arbitrary position and in any number. This paper also introduces a texture feature based on sum and difference of intensity values of the neighbouring pixels of the colour images. The experimental results show that the proposed texture feature supports accurate fruit and vegetable recognition and performs better than other state-of-the-art colour and texture features. The classification accuracy for the proposed ISADH texture feature is achieved up to 99%.
Introduction
In agricultural science, images are the important source of data and information. To reproduce and report such data, photography was the only method until recently. It is difficult to treat or quantify the photographic data mathematically. Digital image analysis and image processing technology circumvent these problems based on the advances in computer and microelectronics associated with traditional photography. This great tool helps to improve images from microscopic to telescopic range and offers a scope for their analysis.
The aim of this paper is to perform automatic image processing in the field of agriculture. Several applications of image processing technology have been developed for the agricultural operations (Nasir et al., 2012) . These applications involve implementation of the camera-based hardware systems or colour scanners for inputting the images. We have attempted to extend image processing and analysis technology to a broad spectrum of problems in agriculture. The computer-based image processing is undergoing rapid evolution in parallel with the computing systems. The dedicated imaging systems available in the market, where user can press a few keys and get the results, are not very versatile and more importantly, they have a high price tag on them. Additionally, it is hard to understand how the results are being produced. We develop an efficient solution for the fruit and vegetable classification problem in this paper.
Pattern recognition and contemporary vision problems such as DNA sequencing, fingerprinting identification, image categorisation, and face recognition often require an arbitrarily large number of properties and classes to consider. Recognition system is a 'grand challenge' for the computer vision to achieve near human levels of recognition. The work presented in this paper can be used for the automatic designing of agricultural operations through the remote images. The fruit and vegetable classification can be used in the supermarkets where prices can be determined automatically for the fruits purchased by a customer. Fruits and vegetables classification can also be used in computer vision for the automatic sorting of fruits from a set, consisting of different kinds of fruit.
Recognising different kind of fruit and vegetable is a regular task in the supermarkets, where the cashier must be able to identify not only the species of a particular fruit or vegetable (i.e., banana, apple, pear) but also identify its variety (i.e., Golden Delicious, Jonagold, Fuji), in order to determine it is price. This problem has been solved by using barcodes for packaged products but most of the consumers want to pick their product, which cannot be packaged, so it must be weighted. Issuing codes for each kind of fruit and vegetable is a common solution to this problem; but this approach has some problems such as memorisation is hard, which may be a reason for errors in pricing.
As an aid to the cashier, a small book with pictures and codes is issued in many supermarkets; the problem with this approach is that flipping over the booklet is time-consuming. This research reviews several image descriptors in the literature and presents a system to solve the fruit and vegetable recognition problem by adapting a camera at the supermarket that recognise fruits and vegetables on the basis of colour and texture cues. Formally, the system must output a list of possible type of species and variety for an image of fruits or vegetables of single variety, in random position and in any number. Objects inside a plastic bag can add hue shifts and specular reflections.
Given the variety and impossibility of predicting which types of fruits and vegetables are sold, training must be done on site by someone having little or no technical knowledge. The solution of the problem is that the system must be able to achieve higher level of accuracy by using only few training examples.
Image categorisation, in general, relies on the combination of structural, statistical and spectral approaches. Structural approaches describe the appearance of the object using well-known primitives, for example, patches of important parts of the object.
Statistical approaches represent the objects using local and global descriptors such as mean, variance, and entropy. Finally, spectral approaches use some spectral space representation to describe the objects, for example, Fourier spectrum (Gonzalez and Woods, 2007) . The proposed method exploits statistical colour and texture properties to classify fruits and vegetables in a multi-class scenario. In this paper, we develop a framework for the fruits and vegetables classification problem to recognise the species and variety of the fruit or vegetable from the images.
There are a number of challenges that must be addressed to perform automatic recognition of the different kind of fruits or vegetables using images from the camera. Many types of fruit and vegetable are subject to significant variation in texture and colour, depending on how ripe they are. Colour and texture plays an important role in visual perception because these are the fundamental characteristic of natural images. Instead of considering colour and texture feature separately, we also introduce an efficient texture feature derived from the colour images.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of previous work in object recognition and image categorisation; Section 3 introduces the solution for the fruits and vegetables classification problem as well as a texture feature based on the intensity values of the neighbouring pixels for the image categorisation problems; Section 4 reports the experimental results; and Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion and future direction.
Related works
Recently, a lot of activity in the area of image categorisation has been done. Previous approaches considered patterns in colour, edge and texture properties (Pass et al., 1997; Stehling et al., 2002; Unser, 1986) .
Veggie-vision (Bolle et al., 1996) was the first attempt to the fruit and vegetable recognition problem. The system uses texture, colour and density (thus requiring some extra information from the images). This system does not take some advantage of recent developments, because it was created some time ago. The reported accuracy was around 95% in some scenarios but it used the top four responses to achieve such result. Rocha et al. (2010) presented a unified approach that can combine many features and classifiers. The authors approached the multi-class classification problem as a set of binary classification problem in such a way that one can assemble together diverse features and classifier approaches custom-tailored to parts of the problem. They have achieved good classification accuracy in some scenario but they used top two responses to achieve them. Their method shows poor results for some type of fruit and vegetable such as Fuji Apple.
In general, the fruit and vegetable recognition problem can be seen as an instance of object's categorisation. In Turk and Pentland (1991) employed principal component analysis (PCA) and obtained the reconstruction error of projecting the whole image to a subspace then returning to the original image space. However, it depends heavily on pose, shape and illumination.
A new image descriptor for the image categorisation, the progressive randomisation (PR) was introduced in the literature by Rocha and Goldenstein (2007) that uses perturbations on the values of the least significant bits (LSB) of images. The introduced methodology captures the changing dynamics of the artefacts inserted between a perturbations process in each of the broad-image classes. The major drawback of using PR is that it uses only LSB of the images which lacks the information contained in the most significant bits (MSB) of the images. Cutzu et al. (2005) used colour, edge, and texture properties for differentiating photographs of paintings from photographs of real scenes. Using single feature they achieved 70-80% correct discrimination performance, whereas they achieved more than 90% correct discrimination results using multiple features. Low-and middle-level features are used to distinguish broad classes of images (Lyu and Farid, 2005; Serrano et al., 2002) . In addition, an approach to establish image categories automatically using histograms, shape and colours descriptors with an unsupervised learning method was presented by Heidemann (2005) . Recently, Agarwal et al. (2004) and Jurie and Triggs (2005) adopted approaches that take categorisation problem as the recognition of specific parts that are characteristic of each object class. Marszalek and Schmid (2006) have extended the category classification with bag-of-features, which represents an image as an orderless distribution of features. They have given a method to exploit spatial relations between the features by utilising object boundaries when supervised training is in progress. They increase the weight of features that agree on the shape and position of the objects and suppress the weight of features that used in the background. But they achieve lower results than expectation in some cases.
Sets of local features which are invariant to image transformations are used effectively when comparing images. These techniques, generally called bag-of-features, showed good results even though they do not attempt to use spatial constraints among features (Grauman and Darrel, 2005; Sivic et al., 2005) .
Another interesting technique was proposed by Berg et al. (2005) . They have exploited the concept of feature points in a gradient image. By joining a path, the points are connected and a match is finalised if contour found is similar enough to the one presents in the database. A very serious drawback of this method is that it requires a non-linear optimisation step for the finding of best contour; still it relies too heavily on the silhouette cues, which are not very informative cues for fruits like lemons, melons and oranges.
Using a generative constellation model, Weber (2000) has taken spatial constraints into account. The algorithm can work with occlusion in a very good manner, but very costly (exponential with the number of parts). A further work made by Fei-Fei et al. (2006) introduced pre knowledge for the estimation of the distribution, so it reduces the number of examples used for the training to around ten images while having a good recognition rate. The problem of exponential growth in the number of parts makes it impractical for the classification problem presented in this paper.
Proposed framework
The proposed framework for the fruit and vegetable recognition system, shown in Figure 1 , operates in two phases (i.e., training and classification). Both require some preprocessing (i.e., image segmentation and feature extraction). The presented approach is composed of three steps, in the first step fruit images will be segmented into foreground and background using K-means clustering technique. In the second step features are extracted from the segmented image (i.e., foreground of the image). In the last step fruits and vegetables are classified into one of the classes using trained multi-class support vector machine (MSVM). We also introduce a texture feature to achieve more accurate result for the fruits and vegetables classification in this section.
Image segmentation
Image segmentation is a convenient and effective method for detecting foreground objects in images with stationary background. Background subtraction is a commonly used class of techniques for segmenting objects of interest in a scene. This task has been widely studied in the literature by Rocha et al. (2010) . Background subtraction techniques can be seen as a two-object image segmentation and, often, need to cope with illumination variations and sensor capturing artefacts such as blur. Specular reflections, background clutter, shading and shadows in the images are major factors which must be addressed. Therefore, in order to reduce the scene complexity, it might be interesting to perform image segmentation focusing on the object's description only. For a real application in a supermarket, background subtraction needs to be fast, requiring only fractions of a second to carry out the operation. The best channel to perform the background subtraction is the S channel of HSV-stored images. This is intuitive from the fact that the S channel is much less sensitive to lighting variations than any of the RGB colour channels. We use a background subtraction method based on K-means clustering technique (Rocha et al., 2010) . Amongst several image segmentation techniques, K-means based image segmentation shows a trade-off between efficient segmentation and cost of segmentation. Some examples of image segmentation are shown in Figure 2 .
Algorithm for image segmentation using K-mean
1 I ← Down-sample the image using simple linear interpolation to 25% of its original size. 5 UP ← Up-sample the generated binary M to the input image size.
6 Close small holes on UP using the closing morphological operator with a disk structuring element of radius 7 pixels.
Feature extraction
In this section, we present an efficient texture feature for the image categorisation problems. Unser (1986) has defined sum and difference histogram of an image which are calculated from the sum and difference of two intensity values with a displacement of (d1, d2). He considered the displacement in x-and y-directions simultaneously even though there is much information present in the x-and y-directions individually. In this section we improve the Unser's descriptor by considering information present in x-and y-direction separately. To use the information present in both x-and y-directions, first we calculate the sum and difference in x-direction and then simulate this result in the y-direction. Simulation is carried out by taking the sum and difference in y-direction on the outcome of x-direction.
Proposed improved sum and difference histogram texture feature
We introduce an improved sum and difference histogram (ISADH) texture feature which is an improvement of the Unser's descriptor. We also analyse the accuracy of proposed ISADH texture feature and compare with other colour and texture features in the multiclass fruits and vegetables classification scenario in this paper.
ISADH feature algorithm
1 Find the sum S and difference D for the first channel of an image I with a displacement of (1, 0) as:
2 Find the sum S1 and difference D1 of S with a displacement of (0, 1) as:
3 Find the sum S2 and difference D2 of D with a displacement of (0, 1) as:
4 Find the histogram for the first channel by concatenating the histograms of S1, D1, S2, and D2.
5 Repeat step1 to step4 for the second and third channel of the colour image.
6 Concatenate the histograms of all three channels in order to find the ISADH texture feature of the input image I.
ISADH texture feature relies upon the intensity values of neighbouring pixels. The histogram of two images of the same class may vary significantly. On the other hand, the ISADH feature has less difference for these images. If the difference in feature of two images is less, then images are more likely belongs to the same class. But if the difference is significant, then images are more likely belongs to the different class. The length of each feature calculated is 8-bin. Table 1 shows the simple histogram for 'A' and 'B', Table 2 shows the Unser's feature for 'A' and 'B', and Table 3 shows the ISADH feature for 'A' and 'B'. In Tables 1, 2 , and 3, I0 to I7 represents the intensity levels (i.e., 0 to 7 for 8-bin). Let the difference between the feature of matrix 'A' and the feature of matrix 'B' are defined as the sum of square of difference of the values for each intensity level and can be calculated using the following equation:
where FA is feature of matrix 'A', FB is feature of matrix 'B', and Diff is the difference between FA and FB. Table 4 shows the values of difference for three features Simple Histogram, Unser's feature, and ISADH feature for the 'A' and 'B'. From the Table 4 , it is clear that ISADH feature has the lowest value of difference between 'A' and 'B'. The value of Diff will be minimal if 'A' and 'B' are more likely belongs to the same class and that is achieved in the case of ISADH feature. Table 4 Difference in feature of matrix 'A' and matrix 'B'
Feature Difference

Simple histogram 40
Unser's feature 11 ISADH feature 4.5
Training and classification
Recently, Rocha et al. (2010) presented a unified approach that can combine many features and classifiers. The author approaches the multi-class classification problem as a set of binary classification problem in such a way one can assemble together diverse features and classifier approaches custom-tailored to parts of the problem. A class binarisation is defined as a mapping of a multi-class problem onto two-class problems (divide-and-conquer) and binary classifier is referred as a base learner. For N-class problem N × (N -1) / 2 binary classifiers will be needed where N is the number of different classes.
The ij th binary classifier uses the patterns of class i as positive and the patterns of class j as negative. The minimum distance of the generated vector (binary outcomes) to the binary pattern (ID) representing each class yields the final outcome. Test case will belong to that class for which the distance between ID of that class and binary outcomes will be minimum.
Table 5
Unique ID of each class
The approach can be understood by a simple three class problem. Let three classes are x, y, and z. Three binary classifiers consisting of two classes each (i.e., x × y, x × z, and y × z) will be used as base learners, and each binary classifier will be trained with training images. Each class will receive a unique ID as shown in Table 5 . To populate the table is straightforward. First, we perform the binary comparison x × y and tag the class x with the outcome +1, the class y with -1 and set the remaining entries in that column to 0. Thereafter, we repeat the procedure comparing x × z, tag the class x with +1, the class z with -1, and the remaining entries in that column with 0. In the last, we repeat this procedure for binary classifier y × z, and tag the class y with +1, the class z with -1, and set the remaining entries with 0 in that column, where the entry 0 means a 'Do not care' value. Finally, each row represents unique ID of that class (e.g., y = [−1, +1, 0]). Each binary classifier results a binary response for any input example. Let's say if the outcomes for the binary classifier x × y, x × z, and y × z are +1, -1, and +1 respectively then the input example belongs to that class which has the minimum distance from the vector [+1, -1, +1]. So, the final answer will be given by the minimum distance of: min dist({ 1, 1, 1},({ 1, 1, 0},{ 1, 0, 1},{0, 1, 1}))
In this experiment, we have used MCSVM as a set of binary support vector machines (SVMs) for the training and classification.
Results and discussion
In this section, we describe the data set of fruits and vegetables, evaluate the proposed approach over the 15 types of fruits and vegetables and discuss various issues regarding the performance and efficiency of the system. In the Section 4.1, we describe the data set used in this experiment and highlight several difficulties present in the data set. In the Section 4.2, the performance of proposed ISADH texture is presented and compared with other colour and texture feature. In order to show the efficiency of the proposed texture feature, we have compared it with four state-of-the-art features. We also consider and compare the performance of the system in two colour-spaces (i.e., RGB and HSV colour-space).
Data set
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach, we have used a supermarket data set of fruits and vegetables, which comprises 15 different categories: Plum (264) Figure 4 shows an example of kiwi category with different lighting. Figure 5 shows examples of the cashew category with differences in pose. Figure 6 shows the variability in the number of elements for the orange category. Figure 7 shows the examples of cropping and partial occlusion. Presence of these features makes the data set more realistic. 
Result discussion
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach quantitatively, we compare our results with the results of global colour histograms (GCH) (Gonzalez and Woods, 2007) , colour coherence vectors (CCV) (Pass et al., 1997) , border/interior classification (BIC) (Stehling et al., 2002 ) and Unser's descriptor (Unser, 1986) .
GCH is a set of ordered values, one for each distinct colour, representing the probability of a pixel being of that colour. Uniform quantisation and normalisation are used to reduce the number of distinct colours and to avoid scaling bias (Gonzalez and Woods, 2007) . In order to compute the CCV, the method finds the connected components in the image and classify the pixels within a given colour bucket as either coherent or incoherent. After classifying the image pixels, CCV computes two colour histograms: one for coherent pixels and another for incoherent pixels. The two histograms are stored as a single histogram.
In order to find the BIC, the method classifies image pixels as border or interior. A pixel is classified as interior if its 4-neighbours (top, bottom, left, and right) have the same quantised colour. Otherwise, it is classified as border. After the image pixels are classified, two colour histograms are computed: one for border pixels and another for interior pixels. The two histograms are stored as a single histogram.
In order to extract the Unser feature, first the method finds the sum and difference of intensity values over a displacement of (d1, d2) of an image, then it calculates two histograms sum and difference histograms and stores both the histograms as a single histogram.
In this experiment, we use different number of images per class for the training. Figures 8 and 9 shows the average error detected while testing the introduced system for the fruits and vegetables classification considering different features. The x-axis represents the number of images per class for the training and y-axis represents the average error. The average error is computed by the following equation:
(%) 100 Total number of misclassified images Average error Total number of images used for testing = ×
We have calculated the average error for each feature in RGB and HSV colour space. The average error for each feature in RGB colour space is shown in Figure 8 (a) and its area under curve (AUC) is plotted in Figure 8 (b). The result illustrates that GCH has the highest average error because, it has only the colour information and it does not consider the relation among the neighbouring pixels. The average error for the CCV is less than the average error for the GCH feature because CCV feature exploits the concept of coherent and incoherent regions. BIC feature has low average classification error than the CCV feature because BIC feature takes the values of 4-neighbouring pixel into account.
Unser feature has the low average classification error than GCH, CCV, and BIC. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate that proposed ISADH outperform the other features because ISADH feature considers not only the sum and difference of neighbouring pixel but also the neighbouring information of sum and difference of neighbouring pixel. Figure 9 (a) depicts the average classification error for the features derived from HSV colour images and AUC for Figure 9 (a) is plotted in Figure 9 (b). GCH feature achieves the highest classification error in HSV colour space also. Both BIC and CCV features have low average classification error than GCH feature. Unser feature performs better in HSV colour space also than GCH, CCV, and BIC features. ISADH feature also outperform and shows highest average accuracy among all features.
We have also evaluated our proposed ISADH texture feature using k-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier, as shown in Figure 10 We have also observed across the plots that HSV colour space is better than the RGB colour space. One possible explanation is that S channel of HSV colour space is very less sensitive to the illumination differences. As shown in Figure 11 , all the features perform better in HSV colour space. Table 6 shows the accuracy (%) of fruits and vegetables classification problem when features are extracted from HSV colour images and training is done with 40 training images per class. From this table it is clear that ISADH feature shows a better result in the case of Fuji Apple whereas other features fail to produce good result in the case of Fuji Apple. Figure 12 Some difficult images that are correctly classified Figure 13 Seventeen images of the data set which are misclassified when SVM is trained with 40 images per class Figure 12 depicts some examples of the fruit and vegetable images which are very difficult to recognise but our method is able to correctly detect the type of fruit or vegetable present in the image. In two images of Figure 12 , there is presence of hand within the images but K-means based image segmentation method is able to segment out the portion of hand present in the image. Rest of the images of Figure 12 is either subjected to blurring effect, or cropping effect or illumination differences whereas it is correctly classified by our proposed method. There are total seventeen images in our data set which are misclassified by our approach when the training is done with 40 images per class as shown in Figure 13 . Most of the misclassified images are either of Fuji Apple or Nectarine because the colour and texture of Fuji Apple and Nectarine are very much similar and it is difficult to categorise between them even by human in some cases. Rest of the images of Figure 13 is subjected to either blurring effect, or cropping effect or illumination variation that leads to a misclassification.
Conclusions
A framework for the fruits and vegetables classification is introduced and evaluated in this paper. We also proposed an efficient texture feature from the sum and difference of intensity values of neighbouring pixel. The described framework operates in three phases, image segmentation, feature extraction and training and classification. In the proposed approach, image segmentation is done using K-means clustering technique and we compute the ISADH feature for each channel of the colour image and combine these to make a single histogram. The fusion of neighbourhood information with the colour information makes this feature more discriminative than any other colour and texture feature individually. This paper uses a MCSVM for the training and classification. This paper also compared the performance of ISADH for support vector machine and nearest neighbour classifier and indicates that support vector machine is better choice training and classification. The experimental results suggest that the introduced method is able to support the accurate classification of fruits and vegetables from the images. The proposed feature is validated for the fruit and vegetable recognition problem and shows fairly more accurate results compared to other features. One of the future directions of this work is to classify the diseases present in the fruits from the images. Fusion of multiple features and consideration of shape features may enhance the output of the recognition system.
